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Lattice dynamics of single-walled carbon nanotubes
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In this paper, the theory of lattice dynamics of single-walled carbon nanotubes is presented. The screw
symmetry of the system is used to reduce the rank of the dynamical matrix to six, independent of the number
of atoms in the unit cell. Calculations of the lattice dynamics are carried out within a valence force field model
and of the Raman intensity—within a bond-polarizability model. It is found that the breathing mode frequency
is inversely proportional to the radius of the tube that can be used for the characterization of the samples on the
basis of Raman-scattering data. The results for the Raman intensity are compared to available Raman spectra.
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The carbon multiwalled nanotubes were first discove
as a by product of the fullerene production in an electric
between two graphite rods.1 Introducing transition metals in
the graphite electrodes of the electric arc, it was made p
sible to produce single-walled nanotubes~further on, called
just ‘‘nanotubes’’ or ‘‘tubes’’!.2 Recently, a high yield of
nanotubes, forming bundles of parallel tubes~‘‘ropes’’ !, has
been obtained by laser ablation of a graphite target.3 In this
case, the x-ray diffraction~XRD! measurements yielde
13.860.2 Å for the mean diameter of the tubes. Transm
sion electron microscope~TEM! probes of similar samples4

revealed that the tube diameter distribution was consis
with the range of armchair tubes (8,8), (9,9), (10,10), a
(11,11). Later, scanning tunneling microscope~STM! stud-
ies on ropes of nanotubes, synthesized by the same gr
showed that nanotubes with a wide range of chiral ang
were present.5,6

In view of the possible technological applications of t
nanotubes, it is therefore of primary interest to make a p
cise characterization of the synthesized samples. Since
direct measurement of the structural parameters of the n
tubes is a rather time consuming and expensive procedu
is highly desirable to use, for this purpose, alternative me
ods such as Raman-scattering spectroscopy.4

In this work the theory of the lattice dynamics of nan
tubes is developed. The screw symmetry of the system
used to reduce the size of the dynamical matrix to six for
tube types, which allows one to study the vibrations of ar
trary nanotubes and, more generally, on any helical struct
In this respect the model differs from the zone-folding~ZF!
method.7 The calculations of the phonons are accomplish
within a valence force field~VFF! model with model param-
eters taken over from graphite. The Raman intensity is e
mated using a bond-polarizability model.8 The breathing
mode frequency is found to be inversely proportional to
tube radius, which can be helpful for the characterization
nanotube samples on the basis of Raman-scattering dat

Following Refs. 9–11, a nanotube can be viewed as c
structed by rolling up a graphene sheet into a seamless
inder leading to the coincidence of the lattice pointO at the
PRB 590163-1829/99/59~13!/8355~4!/$15.00
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origin and another oneO8 with indicesL5(L1 ,L2). A tube
is uniquely specified by the pair of integers (L1 ,L2) or by its
radiusR and chiral angleu. The latter is defined as the ang
between the vectorOOW 8 on the sheet and the nearest zigz
of carbon-carbon bonds with values in the interval 0<u
<p/6. The tubes are called achiral foru50 ~‘‘zigzag’’ type!
andu5p/6 ~‘‘armchair’’ type!, and chiral foruÞ0, p/6.

All the atoms of a tube can be reproduced by the use o
atomic pair and two different screw operators12 ~see Fig. 1!.
A screw operator$Sut% rotates a position vector of an atom
an anglef about the tube axis and translates it a vectot
along the same axis. Thus, the equilibrium position vec
R( lk) of the kth atom of thelth pair of the tube is obtained
from R(k)[R(0k) using two screw operators$S1ut1% and
$S2ut2%,

R~ lk!5$S1ut1%
l 1$S2ut2%

l 2R~k!5S1
l 1S2

l 2R~k!1 l 1t11 l 2t2 .
~1!

FIG. 1. A front view of a nanotube. The closed dashed line
the circumference and the straight dashed line is the axis of
tube. The nanotube can be constructed by mapping the two atom
the unit cell~depicted by empty points! unto the entire cylindrical
surface using two different screw operators.
8355 ©1999 The American Physical Society
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Here l5( l 1 ,l 2), l 1 and l 2 are integers labeling the atom
pair, andk51,2 enumerates the atoms in the pair. It is co
venient to adopt the notation S( l)5S1

l 1S2
l 2 and

t( l)5 l 1t11 l 2t2 , and to rewrite Eq.~1! as

R~ lk!5S~ l!R~k!1t~ l!. ~2!

For small displacementsu( lk) of the atoms from their
eqiulibrium positions, the harmonic approximation may
used for the potential energy of the tube and the resul
equations of motion are derived in the form

mküa~ lk!52 (
l8,k8,b

Fab~ lk,l8k8!ub~ l8k8!. ~3!

Here,Fab( lk,l8k8) are the force constants.
The helical symmetry of the nanotube suggests that

search for solutions to Eq.~3! of the type

ua~ lk!5
1

Amk
(
b

Sab~ l!eb~kuq!exp@ iq–l2 iv~q!t#, ~4!

representing a wave with wave vectorq5(q1 ,q2), 2p
<q1 ,q2<p, and angular frequencyv(q).

Substituting Eq.~4! in Eq. ~3!, we get a system of linea
equations that can be cast in the form

v2~q!ea~kuq!5 (
k8,b

Dab~kk8uq!eb~k8uq!, ~5!

where the dynamical matrix is defined as

Dab~kk8uq!5
1

Amkmk8
(
l8,g

Fag~0k,l8k8!Sgb~ l8!exp~ iq–l8!.

~6!

The eigenfrequenciesv(q) are solutions of the characterist
equation

iDab~kk8uq!2v2~q!dabdkk8i50. ~7!

Using the eigenvaluesv2(qj ), one can obtain from Eq.~5!
the corresponding eigenvectorsea(kuqj ) ( j 51,2, . . . ,6).
From Eq.~6! it can be proven thatD(q) is Hermitian and,
therefore,v2(qj ) are real andea(kuqj ) may be chosen or
thonormal.

The rotational boundary conditionu( l1L ,k)5u( lk) im-
poses the constraintq1L11q2L252pm (m is an integer!
on theq-vector components.9–12 The theory presented abov
is valid for any helical structure and no translational perio
icity was accounted for so far. It can be shown10,11 that in all
nanotubes such symmetry exists and the primitive transla
vector of a given tube connects the lattice point at the ori
with another one with indicesN5(N1 ,N2) given by

N15
L112L2

d
, N252

2L11L2

d
. ~8!

Hered is equal to the highest common divisord8 of L1 and
L2 if L12L2 is not a multiple of 3d8 or d is equal to 3d8 if
L12L2 is a multiple of 3d8. The total numbern of atomic
pairs in the unit cell is
-

g

e

-

n
n

n5
2~L1

21L2
21L1L2!

d
. ~9!

The translational periodicity of a tube leads to a Bloch ty
of displacement field with a one-dimensional wave vectorq,

q5q1N11q2N2 . ~10!

It can be shown that for eachq there are 6n eigenvectors but
lesser eigenvalues due to the degeneracy of some of
modes.

The force constants are invariant under infinitesim
translations along and perpendicular to the tube axis
leads to the translational sum rules and to three zone-ce
zero-frequency modes. The infinitesimal rotational inva
ance condition imposed on the force constants gives rise
rotational sum rule and to an additional zero-frequen
mode.

The theory of the lattice dynamics of carbon nanotub
can be used now to calculate the phonon dispersion cu
for arbitrary q within a phenomenological model. The ex
perimental measurements do not provide enough data on
structural parameters of the tubes such as bond lengths
bond angles, but the results ofab initio calculations of the
optimized structures of nanotubes show that these quant
differ only by a few percent with those in graphite and th
the carbon atoms do not lie on cylindrical surfaces.13 How-
ever, it is found here that such minor differences do n
much affect the eigenmodes. Therefore, in the calculati
presented in this paper, it was accepted that for a given t
~1! all bond lengths are equal to 1.42 Å, the same as th
in the graphene sheet,~2! all bond angles are equal but, o
course, less than 120°, and~3! all atoms lie on a cylindrical
surface. The calculation of the eigenmodes in nanotube
carried out here within the VFF model with nearest-neighb
stretch, next-to-nearest neighbor stretch, in-plane bend,
of-plane bend, and twist interactions.14 The results for the
phonon dispersion curves will be given in detail elsewhe
From them it follows, in particular, that the frequencyvb of
the zone-center in-phase radial~‘‘breathing’’! mode is in-
versely proportional to the radiusR of the tube~Fig. 2! and
that in a wide region, 4 Å,R,55 Å, it can be approxi-

FIG. 2. The frequency of the breathing mode as a function of
radius of the nanotube.
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mated by 1147.81/R1.00181 ~in cm21). However,vb is not
found to be dependent on the chiral angle. The Raman s
tra calculated in this paper exhibit a peak of high intens
due to the breathing mode that dominates the low-freque
region of the spectra. Therefore, theR dependence ofvb can
be used for direct determination of the average radius
nanotubes on the basis of Raman data only. The 1/R depen-
dence of vb can also be deduced from a simple forc
constant model. Let us consider a zigzag monoatomic ch
with bond lengthsa and bond angles of 120°, which is be
in a cylinder with radiusR, and let us assume only bond
stretching interactions with force constantk. For simulta-
neous radial displacement of all atoms with a distanceDR,
the restoring force acting on an atom is given
(3ka2/2R2)DR. The frequency of the breathing motion o
the chain can be found from this expression to
(3k/2m)1/2a/R}1/R (m is the atomic mass! that reproduces
the VFF results within a few percent if in both cases one u
the valuek53.44 mdyn/Å taken from Ref. 14.

Recently, resonant Raman-scattering spectra of nanot
have been obtained.4 The TEM and XRD measurements o
the samples revealed that the tubes were exclusively of a
chair type and it was estimated that only types (8,8), (9,
(10,10), and (11,11) were consistent with the measured
ameter distribution. In these experimental Raman spe
only two strong bands have been observed. The h
frequency doublet at 1567–1593 cm21 was ascribed to
carbon-carbon bond stretching motions and the lo
frequency one, at about 170 cm21, to breathing motions of
the tubes. The assignment of the separate peaks in
bands was made using the results of a ZF model of the la
dynamics.4 While an overall fair agreement was achiev
between the theoretical estimations and the Raman da
has to be noted that the peak at 1567 cm21 does not corre-
spond in frequency to any predicted zone-center phonon
an attempt to explain the appearance of this peak, we ca
late the Raman intensity for a parallel scattering configu
tion of a sample of randomly oriented tubes of armchair ty
adopting one and the same full width at half maximum
6 cm21 for all Raman lines. In the case of tube types fro
(8,8) to (11,11), the high-frequency region of the obtain
spectrum consists of a single broad peak centered
1593 cm21, and its shape does not change qualitatively
armchair tubes of larger diameters are also accounted
When tube types (5,5), (6,6), and (7,7) are included in
calculations, additional steps appear in the spectrum at a
1567, 1578, and 1584 cm21, correspondingly. Furthermore
a qualitative agreement with the experimental spectra in R
4 is reached if tubes of types (8,8)2(11,11) with a Gaussian
weight exp@2(L129.5)2# are taken into account togethe
with the same total number of (5,5) tubes@see Fig. 3~a!#. The
latter have the same diameter as the C60 molecules and are
found to be of high stability. Thus, they are likely to b
always present in the samples irrespective of the metho
synthesis. Finally, if all tube types are included with t
same weight function, the high-frequency doublet is partia
smeared out@Fig. 3~b!# On the basis of the high-frequenc
region of the calculated spectra it can be concluded that e
if tubes of other types are also present in the samples, as
suggested in recent STM measurements,5,6 their concentra-
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tion must be very low. It is clear that additional precise R
man measurements are needed in order to check the va
of the model predictions and to derive the distribution of t
tube types in a given sample by fitting the calculated spe
to the measured ones.

The five Raman spectra in Fig. 3 of Ref. 4 show ma
differences mainly in the low-frequency region. The spe
trum measured at the off-resonance excitation with wa
length l51320 nm exhibits only the band at 1600 cm21.
The one atl5780 nm is not clearly a resonant one becau
the peak positions in the band at about 170 cm21 corre-
spond to the theoretical predictions and to the tube ty
distribution in the sample~see Table 1 in Ref. 4!. In the other
three spectra measured atl51064, 647.1, and 514.5 nm
the intensity and the position of the low-frequency pea
change withl, which is evidence for the resonant charac
of the scattering. The reason for the appearance of reso
scattering is the closeness of the laser photon energy to
energy difference between spikes in the electron density
states. A comparison of the laser photon energy with
measured5,6 and with the calculated15 gaps in the electronic
density of states ~DOS! yields that l
51064 nm (1.17 eV) corresponds to the secondary ga
semiconducting tubes,l5647.1 nm (1.92 eV) to the pri-
mary gap in metallic tubes, andl5514.5 nm (2.41 eV) to
the secondary gap in metallic tubes. This conclusion, ho
ever, does not support the results of previous calculation
the electronic DOS.7

Just before submitting this paper for publication, calcu

FIG. 3. Calculated Raman spectrum in the regi
1520–1640 cm21 for parallel scattering configuration and for
sample consisting of randomly oriented tubes of~a! armchair type
and ~b! all tube types with weight factors as described in the te
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tions of the Raman intensity using a bond-polarizabi
model were reported.16 These authors calculated the phon
dispersions within a force-constant model but the screw s
metry of the tubes was not included explicitly. Instead,
force-constants matrix was deduced by bond rotations an
making additional corrections of the various force consta
in order to satisfy the rotational acoustic sum. AR depen-
dence ofvb , but for the range from 3 to 7 Å, similar to th
one shown here, was also derived. Additionally, the Ram
intensity for several tube types, as well as averaged
over the orientation of the sample, was also calculated.

In conclusion, in this work the lattice dynamics of nan
tubes is presented. Essential simplification of the theor
obtained using the screw symmetry of the system. The
sults of the calculations of the Raman intensity of a nanot
-
e
by
ts

n
es

is
e-
e

sample within a purely phenomenological approach are u
to explain the appearence of the high-frequency doublet
served in the Raman spectra. The dependence of frequ
of the breathing mode on the tube radius can be applie
characterize the synthesized samples.
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